A quantum illumination protocol exploits correlated light beams to enhance the probability of detection of a partially reflecting object lying in a very noisy background. Recently a simple photon-number-detection based implementation of a continuous variable quantum illumination-like scheme has been provided in [Lopaeva et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 101, 153603 (2013)] where the enhancement is preserved even when non-classicality is lost at the detection stage. In the present paper we investigate the source for the quantum enhancement in that realization, by analyzing the mutual information in an effective two-mode description of the light sources. We find that the improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio achieved by the entangled sources over the unentangled thermal ones is closely related to the respective ratio of mutual informations, with both quantities being specified by the squared ratio of the corresponding cross-correlations in the relevant regime of a highly thermalized background. An analysis of the experimental data confirms this theoretical result.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum illumination is a scheme for target detection embedded in very noisy environments which provides improvement when using entangled input probes over any possible separable state [1] . This is notable since the scheme revolves around the presence of realistic noise and loss, which are typically the enemies of quantum-based schemes [2, 3] . The continuous variable version of quantum illumination is based on states with Gaussian Wigner function produced by parametric processes [4, 5] , so-called twin beams, or by the interference of squeezed states [6, 7] . The noisy environment is mimicked by an incoherent, thermal background [8] . Surprisingly, the advantage appears even though the entanglement is completely compromised by the noise, posing the question of where the quantum enhancement comes from.
In its most general formulation, quantum illumination considers rigorous discrimination theory based on the Chernoff bound [1, 8] . This allows the distinction between two hypotheses (target present or target absent), represented by different probability distributions (or density matrices in quantum theory) [9, 10] . However, no detector has yet been conceived of saturating the bound and even suboptimal detectors, though theoretically proposed, have not been experimentally realized [11] .
Recently, a pragmatic implementation of a continuous variable quantum illumination-like scheme was experimentally achieved by Lopaeva et al. [12] . This particular scheme is realized as an 'intensity-interferometry' type experiment, wherein the output intensities of two detectors are correlated, yielding a fourth-order correlation in the field operators. The noise is introduced by a pseudo-thermal field directly addressed to the detector in the object arm, whose photons are regarded as indistinguishable from the ones of the twin beam * Electronic address: pmxsr3@nottingham.ac.uk if only one detector output is considered; that is, they only differ in the nature of their correlations. This experiment, aimed to demonstrate quantum enhancement in target detection in a realistic situation, presents some differences with the previous theoretical schemes. The noise modes additively increase the number of detected photons, without interfering with any light reflected by the target. Thus, the detected field has a multimode structure and cannot be represented by a single Gaussian mode in the usual form. This prevents us from gaining much insight from previous theoretical analysis and renders entanglement at the detector difficult to evaluate. On the other hand, by using quantumness criteria related to the Glauber Sudarshan P-representation, it is possible to show that the quantum scheme is largely more powerful than any classical scheme with the same local statistical properties, in terms of photon number detection and correlation measurements. As in the case of [1, 8] , in the the scheme of [12] , entanglement is completely destroyed at the detection stage.
The interesting question that naturally arises is about the actual source of the quantum enhancement. This was touched upon in the original exposition of Gaussian quantum illumination [8] (see also the very recent further experiment in [13] ): if we take identical single-mode statistics, then the only difference between using entangled light and unentangled light is the maximum allowable magnitude of the cross-correlations. Therefore, it seems logical that these yield the enhancement. This question has also recently been addressed for a discrete variable setting, in which case it was suggested that quantum discord can be accounted for the resilience of quantum illumination [14] . Quantum correlations of the discord type have also been investigated as resources for parameter estimation [15] and channel discrimination [16] , including quantum illumination settings, in worst case scenarios.
In this paper, we focus on the continuous variable system considered in [12] and we approach the problem from the view-point of information analysis. As mentioned above, the main obstacle to pursuing this goal is the multimode nature of the involved states, which prevents direct use of the most basic Here the object under consideration is a beam splitter. A portion of the light produced by the correlated source will be reflected by the beam splitter and the challenge is to detect this beneath the dominant thermal noise, thereby discriminating the presence of the object.
tools of Gaussian quantum information [17] [18] [19] . Nevertheless, it has been observed in [20] for intensity interferometrytype setups such as ghost imaging, involving bipartite multimode Gaussian states, that it is possible under particular assumptions to introduce an effective two-mode description, which is useful to obtain theoretical predictions for some particular quantities of interest. In particular, it was pointed out that the mutual information (MI), representing total correlations, closely relates to the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for separable light modes. Here, we adopt methods similar to those of [20] in order to quantitatively investigate the quantum enhancement obtained in the experimental demonstration of Ref [12] . Ultimately, we show that the correspondence between SNR and MI holds also for this scheme. More precisely, we demonstrate that the ratio between the SNRs obtained with entangled and unentangled light, respectively, which was measured in the experiment [12] and can be regarded as an indicator of the quantum enhancement, converges to the ratio between the respective MIs. We find that this result, while specialized to a particular implementation, facilitates interpretation and understanding of the phenomenon of quantum illumination.
The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II we illustrate the setup of the considered quantum illumination protocol and introduce the effective description to deal with the presence of a very large number of modes and a high level of thermal noise. Section III reports on the theoretical results, which are then compared with the experimental ones in Sec. IV. We conclude the paper with Sec. V.
II. SETUP AND ANALYSIS
In the experimental setup implemented in Ref. [12] the object to detect is a 50:50 beam splitter (BS) embedded in a "bath" of thermal modes. The light source used to probe the presence of the object consists of multiple identical and independent pairs of either twin beams (TWB) or classical-correlated thermal beams (THB). Charge-coupled device (CCD) arrays are placed in each of the signal and reference planes, as outlined in the scheme of Fig. 1 . Each pixel in the signal plane collects M TWB (or THB) modes resulting in a net photon count per pixel N I (excluding the bath), which are correlated with M corresponding modes intercepting another pixel in the reference plane counting N r photons (see also [21, 22] ). In our analysis, we dub the mean value of the count of the illuminating field as N = N r , while N β and M β are the mean photon count and the number of modes per pixel of the bath. The losses are taken into account by the detection efficiencies η for the illuminating light (where this quantity does not include the non-unit reflectivity of the object in the reference plane) and η β for the bath.
The covariance of pixels on the signal plane N s = N I + N β and on the reference plane N r is evaluated averaging over the set of pixel pairs N pix in one shot of the CCD (N pix = 80 in the experiment). The covariance is expected to vanish when the object is absent, so the detection of the target is declared when the covariance is larger than a certain threshold value. The SNR (normalized by N 1/2 pix ) for the measurement, given by the difference of covariances in the cases when the object is present (in) or absent (out), is [12] 
Remarkably, the TWB entangled input, representing the maximal allowable cross-correlation between two modes, harbours a hefty improvement over the case of maximally correlated modes within the bounds of separability i.e. with a proper P-representation, as experimentally demonstrated in [8, 12] .
The complete experimental setup we are investigating is extremely complicated due to the presence of many modes and high levels of noise. This makes it unfeasible to pursue a direct analytical approach to the problem. We can overcome this difficulty by invoking a practical, effective description, which takes into account both the multimodal nature of the involved fields and the 'coarse-graining' occurring at the detection stage, in which each CCD pixel collect a quite high number of modes. Fortunately, since the system involves Gaussian states, we can consider the approach introduced in [20] , which allows us to reduce the description to a simple two-mode effective system. Considering the nature of the involved states, for each pixel we can introduce the following effective operatorsâ
whereâ k refer to the individual mode operators in our system. The effective modes are therefore a linear combination of the original ones, respecting the canonical commutation relations [â eff ,â † eff ] = 1. An intuitive, operational picture of this averaging can be obtained by considering the combination of all M + M β modes equally by using a series of M + M β beam splitters with appropriate transmissivities. Whilst it is entirely impractical to actually perform this step in an experimental setting, we can still deduce an equivalent quantity with the given experimental set-up. Moreover, since the detectors in the actual experiment do not resolve individual modes, this coarse-graining provides a feasible average of what the detector 'sees': for example, if all the modes are identical and pairwise correlated with a mode in the opposite plane, then the effective operators for each detector give identical correlations to those of the individual mode pairs impinging upon the detectors [20] .
We take the propagation of light from the source to the far-field enacted by a lens, such that we achieve a oneto-one correspondence between the transverse momentumparametrized modes in the source plane and the transverse position-parametrized modes in the detection planes. Nevertheless, by analogy with previous works on the topic, the results of our analysis are reproducible for near-field propagation as well [20, 23] . By merit of the far-field propagation we have â † kâ k = δ k,k â † kâ k and the coarse-graining in Eq. (2) establishes the arithmetic mean of the second order auto-and cross-correlations [24] .
As noted, the effective modes are a linear combination of the original ones, hence informational quantities which depend on the first and second moments of the mode operators will be employed. In this case, we can further simplify our description by resorting to the established tools of bosonic Gaussian quantum information [17] [18] [19] 25] . In fact, we can construct effective two-mode covariance matrices of the quadrature operators, with elements
HereR k , k = 1, 2, 3, 4, are the elements of the quadrature vector given byR = (q eff,s ,p eff,s ,q eff,r ,p eff,r )
T , whereâ eff = (q eff + ip eff )/ √ 2. From these covariance matrices we can fully extract any relevant informational measure based on the first and second moments.
In particular, here we consider the MI calculated via the Rényi entropy S 2 [26] as an informational quantity to compare with the SNR. Rényi MI is a measure of total correlations which, for Gaussian states, is equally valid as the conventional one defined in terms of von Neumann entropy, and which enjoys a clear operational interpretation in terms of phasespace sampling of the two-mode Wigner function by homodyne detections [27] . Precisely, the Rényi MI measures the extra information (in natural bits) that needs to be transmitted over a continuous variable channel to reconstruct the complete joint Wigner function of a two-mode state, rather than the sole marginal Wigner functions of each of the two subsystems separately. In this respect, it is an intuitive measure of total quadrature correlations between the two modes. We further observe that the Rényi MI is simpler to compute than the von Neumann MI, which makes it a convenient choice for our continuous variable setup, at variance with qubit scenarios where von Neumann entropic measures of correlations can be efficiently evaluated [14] . 
III. THEORETICAL RESULTS
For a Gaussian state ρ with covariance matrix σ, the Rényi entropy of order 2 is simply given by S 2 (ρ) = 1 2 ln(det σ). Our quantity of interest is then given by the total correlations between the two effective modes, quantified by the (Rényi) MI, defined as [27] MI(r :
The effective two-mode covariance matrices σ THB,TWB when the illuminated object is a balanced beam splitter and the light source S consists of THB or TWB, respectively, take the standard form
with S = THB, TWB, and:
where µ 1 = N/(ηM) is the mean photon count per mode at the source and µ β = N β /(η β M β ) is the analogous quantity with respect to values for the bath. Adopting the SNR (1) as figure of merit, we can quantify the enhancement achieved by the TWB over the THB by considering the ratio of the respective SNRs [12] ,
for identical single-mode statistics. Similarly, we can analyse the 'enhancement' in total effective correlations by defining the corresponding ratio of the MIs,
It is instructive to illustrate our findings by first plotting theoretical expectations for the comparisons of the respective ratios R SNR and R MI . In Fig. 2 , we keep all parameters constant apart from the bath photon-count N β . We notice that in the regime of highly thermal bath, which is the relevant regime for which the phenomenon of quantum illumination was defined [1, 8] , the ratios of SNR and MI converge to each other and become asymptotically identical. This is observed in all useful parameter regimes. If one fixes indeed N β to a sufficiently large number which ensures a dominant bath (e.g. N β = 5000), and lets the photon number N of the illuminating field vary in a broad yet realistic regime (say from 10 2 to 10 4 ) an essentially perfect identity between R MI and R SNR is retrieved.
As one may intuitively expect, the common value attained by both the SNR and MI ratios in practical parameter regimes (N β 1) for quantum illumination is determined exactly by the cross-correlations squared, namely:
where the effective correlation elements c TWB,THB are defined by Eq. (4). The proof of this for the case of the MI ratio follows by a generalization of the appendix in [28] . For what concerns the SNR ratio, when the bath is dominant, the noise terms in the denominator of the SNRs are effectively independent of the source, TWB or TH, actually considered in the protocol and cancel each other, provided they have the same single beam fluctuation (see [12] for details) . Thus:
It can be shown through the Gaussian moment factoring that this equates the ratio of cross-correlations squared, Eq. (7). Interestingly, this finding provides a link between recent pieces of work which examined the role of various kinds of correlations in intensity interferometry schemes: in particular, previous studies compared either the SNR to the MI of effective operators [20] or the MI to the ratio of intensity covariances (though in quite a different context) [28] . Within the quantum illumination setting considered here, in which all of these quantifiers can be defined and jointly analyzed, we find that they are all quantitatively connected. In [12] , the SNR enhancement was also linked to the ratio of the generalized Cauchy-Schwartz parameter ε ≡ : δN s δN r : /( : δ 2 N s : : δ 2 N r : ) 1/2 , where : : is the normally ordered quantum expectation value and ε ≤ 1 indicates a classical regime, i.e. corresponding to a state having positive well-defined Prepresentation. In particular it has been shown that the quantum enhancement with respect to the optimal classical strategy, in the limit of dominant bath, is R SNR = ε TWB ε THB > 1. Remarkably, in the presence of the bath one finds ε TWB ≤ 1 indicating classicality although the enhancement survives. Lastly, we mention that the same transition to the classical regime without affecting the performance improvement has been observed in [29] for yet another common parameter of nonclassicality, the noise reduction factor δ 2 (N s −N r ) /( N s +N r ) [21, 22, 30, 31] . 
IV. COMPARISONS WITH EXPERIMENT
The practical description introduced in the previous section allows us to directly assess the experimental results obtained in [12] . Assuming knowledge of the mode-count, we can extract our effective second-order correlations from inten-sity measurements and covariances. For example, â † effâ eff = N/M , from which the auto-correlations can be deduced with ease.
In Fig. 3(a) -(b) we plot the SNRs for TWB and THB as determined experimentally in [12] . In the same figure, panels (c)-(d), we plot the corresponding MIs obtained from the experimental data by constructing the effective two-mode operators as detailed above. We observe that a very good agreement is reached with the theoretical expectations based on Eqs. (4), especially in the case of TWB light. The THB case is affected by considerably lower accuracy: this is consistent with the intrinsic lower SNR of the measurement with THB (since R ∼ 10, we note that in order to achieve the same accuracy, a number of acquisitions 100 times larger than in the case of TWB illumination would be required for THB sources).
According to the theoretical expectations, we should find that
or, equivalently,
in the relevant regime of high N β . In Fig. 3(e) , we plot the ratiosR for TWB and THB light, respectively, as calculated directly from the measured data. We see indeed that the two quantities align with good precision along the same curve, in agreement with the theory. Finally, to quantify the quantum enhancement in the implemented instance of continuous variable quantum illumination, we extrapolate the confidence intervals for the direct ratios R SNR and R MI and plot them in Fig. 3 (f) against the theory (similarly to Fig. 2) . We conclude that the quantum enhancement allowed by the TWB over the corresponding THB with the same single-mode statistics is of a factor ≈ 15.1, as determined by the asymptotic value of the ratios in the N β 1 regime, Eq. (7). Note that we cannot directly calculate these ratios from the experimental points without resorting to model fitting, as the acquisitions in [12] correspond to different values of N β between the TWB and THB settings [see e.g. Fig. 3 (e) ].
V. CONCLUSION
We have shown that for a continuous variable realization of quantum illumination [1, 8] as demonstrated experimentally in [12] , the fractional increase of mutual information (in an effective two-mode description) for entangled twin beams over correlated thermal beams provides a close approximation for the equivalent ratio of the SNR, which becomes exact in the practically relevant regime of a lossy system with a large number of thermal photons in the bath. This observation, as well as connecting to previous work on correlations in intensity interferometry setups [20, 28] , provides insight into the source of quantum improvement in continuous variable quantum illumination. We neatly observed the predicted correspondence from the experimental data of Ref. [12] . We would like to point out that these results do not controvert the results of [14] or [16] which identify the enhancement with measures of discord, since those examine fundamentally different schemes from ours.
Ultimately, the present study provides a good example of how there are more robust properties of entangled light, such as the cross-correlations and mutual information, which can provide a quantum enhancement [13] even when external noise degrades those correlations to the point that the quantum signature itself is completely suppressed.
